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ABSTRACT

Consumption motivation is the drive to satisfy needs and wants. It
is also a desire for a product, service, or experience. The continual
raising of the consumption desire has brought us where we are today.
When old needs are met, new needs emerge, then we can create the
infinite desire in our modern society. As brands are in a market full of
competition, they are aware that they cannot stay in the same place
when others are putting effort on business expansion. Our customers
are calling for new service, thus brands need to keep being energetic
and innovative.
Understanding consumption motivation is the root to explain your
customer’s behaviors and emotions during service or experience. After
a series of consumption motivation investigations, I understand their
desires, expectations, and motivation more deeply. As concluded, it
can be divided into four categories, so your customers want brands to:
reduce their burden, expand their options, share their experience, and
accept their wisdom. Based on these, I developed a new consulting
tool for companies to look for potentials as many as possible.
In the following chapters, I will introduce a new consulting tool—
Consumption Motivation Design Matrix—which is built on the
understanding of customer’s motivation, behaviors, and emotion.
This new tool is able to help brands to evaluate their service offerings
and identify future opportunities for fulfilling customers’ needs
when brands intend to do a transition or looking for a new platform.
Meanwhile, in order to demonstrate how to apply this tool to various
businesses at different stages, I included three case studies from
different industries: Grounded Local, Venmo, and Uber.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Successful brands understand that if their companies are to grow in
the long term, they cannot stick with current business, even when
things are going well. Since the gap between the concern of stability
and innovation exists, brands need a new way of thinking to more
completely target customers’ consumption motivation, behaviors, and
emotions.
There are a lot of options that can be used in your innovation process.
This is also where you can try to use Consumption Motivation Design
Matrix to help you to think about current service situation and
opportunities for new platforms.
The Consumption Motivation Design Matrix is a consulting tool,
designed for designers and strategists, helping brands to understand
customers’ motivation in consumption. According to customers’ needs
presented in the design matrix, brands can evaluate their current
service offerings and identify future opportunities to fulfill what
customers expect in service better.
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Reduce my burden: When a customer faces a task need to be done
in a service, they always expect the service can help them finish it fast
and easily.
Share my experience: Customers always need a community with
shared interests or needs to bring them together, not just get support
from others, but also share knowledge within the community.
Expand my options: Not offering everything in one service,
customers expect that brands can extend, diversify, or expand
their current offerings, in which case they can discover more
surprising things.
Accept my wisdom: Customers are glad to contribute their
intelligence and co-operate with brands to do customization which
will provide them personal and special experiences.
QUICK TO KNOW HOW TO USE THE TOOL
Step 1. Do the desk research or interview stakeholders to understand
the major service as much as possible.
Step 2. Decode the current service and list the resources and
limitations of the service.
Step 3. Fulfill the Consumption Motivation Design Matrix with
key features.
Step 4. Based on resources and limitations you listed, generate ideas
and plot them on the zone which current service does not do well.
Step 5. Prioritize appropriately, and test ideas.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In order to show the value of the design matrix and how brands can
apply it to innovation process for new opportunities, I chose three
brands which are in different stages of their business: Grounded Local,
Venmo, and Uber. If need, you are able to look at case studies in the
book for more details about how to use the Consumption Motivation
Design Matrix.
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01
CONSUMPTION MOTIVATION
DESIGN MATRIX
1.1/ The concept of Consumption Motivation
Design Matrix
1.2/ Validations from case studies and experts
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1.1/

THE CONCEPT OF CONSUMPTION
MOTIVATION DESIGN MATRIX

Consumption is about far more than simply the mindless purchasing of
newer, shinier stuff—it is a journey toward an improved and evolved
self. New needs emerge the moment old needs are met, thus we can
create an infinite desire in modern society. The continual raising of the
bar of desire has brought our society to where it is today. When needs
are fulfilled, customers want more.
However, companies leverage lots of technologies to satisfy customers’
expectation of efficiency and convenience but do not adequately
anticipate what motivates customers most in services. In this chapter,
a new strategy, which aims to help brands to more completely target
customers’ consumption motivation, will be introduced as a new way
of thinking to be used in the innovation process.
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Consumption Motivation Design Matrix is a consulting tool, designed
for designers and strategists, helping brands to understand
customers’ motivation in consumption. According to customers’
needs presented in the design matrix, brands can evaluate their
current service offerings and identify future opportunities to fulfill
what customers expect in services better. With this new strategy tool,
people in various brands are able to jump out of the box to generate
innovative ideas for their services.

BRAND

CUSTOMERS

18

OBJECT
MEANING

HAVING VS.
BEING

NEED VS.
WANT

Object meaning is
influenced by the
consumer’s previous
experiences while
also being highly
context specific.
Meaning can be
associated with
the service an
object provides

“Having” means
possession which is
a process of
spending money
for something,
while “Being”
represents human
characteristics, such
as social status
and lifestyles.

In terms of need
and want: to need
water but to want
Coca-Cola, this is
the friction between
life-threatening
and life-enhancing
needs.

SERVICE
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CONSUMPTION MOTIVATION
DESIGN MATRIX/

MISSION

SELF-DISCOVERY

REDUCE MY
BURDEN

EXPAND MY
OPTIONS

SHARE MY
EXPERIENCE

ACCEPT MY
WISDOM

SAFE
DELIGHTFUL

Emotional Expectation

Behavioral Model
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BEHAVIORAL PATTERN: MISSION VS. SELF-DISCOVERY
Think about scenarios: After sitting in the office with busy work for
the whole day, you are finally able to go back home and run in the
streets to release yourself. However, 5km running in the spring makes
you so thirsty, then you step into the Whole Foods, find the beverage
shelf, grab a bottle of water and check out immediately. You enjoy the
ice water and do not feel thirsty anymore. This process takes you only
five minutes.
Another day, you are just off the office, walking back home. When
you pass by the Whole Foods, you remember that you are bored
with what you have in your fridge. You want to browse the aisles for
new food ideas. Pushing a cart and walking through every aisle
to find what you should get, you fill the cart with stuff. You spend
about thirty minutes exploring in the Whole Foods, which makes
you feel so satisfied.
In the Consumption Motivation Design Matrix, the behavioral model is
that customers get engaged with a service through one of two goals:
either finishing a mission or self-discovery. When the customer has a
very clear goal, like buying a bottle of water from Whole Foods, the
customer considers their purchasing behavior as a job-to-be-done.
However, sometimes customers have no clear goal but a passion for
consumption, like exploring groceries in the Whole Foods, they prefer
to explore the service by themselves to see what they can find.
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EMOTIONAL EXPECTATION: SAFE VS. DELIGHTFUL
During weekdays, you only have 10 minutes to buy a cup of latte and
catch the bus to your work, the pre-order function on Starbucks app
is the best choice because it makes you feel safe that you are able
to arrive in the office on time; but this is a Saturday afternoon when
you want to meet up with a friend, so that you prefer to have a cup
of coffee in Starbucks store where you can enjoy music and delicate
interior design as well.
User experience cannot satisfy customers by only following their
behavioral models. It has to establish strong and durable connections
within users on both rational and emotional levels. As behavioral
scientist Donald Norman claims in his book “Emotional Design, 2004”,
“emotions are inseparable from and a necessary part of cognition.
Everything we do, everything we think is tinged with emotion.” As
the example mentioned above, even in the same service, customers
have different emotional expectations. The vertical axis of the matrix
indicates the emotional expectation for service, which elevates from
safety to delightfulness.

21
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By crossing customers’ Behavioral Pattern and Emotional Expectation
in consumption, a company could understand better about customers
motivation in consumption to find new platforms in the market.
As such, they may find this summary approach helps to evaluate,
develop, and communicate strategic opportunities.

REDUCE MY BURDEN
When a customer faces a task need to be done in a service, they
always expect the service can help to them finish it fast and easily. Like
you can experience and buy iphone, its accessories, solve problems at
Genius Bar, etc, customers do not need to exert a lot of skills or effort
to pull all of the pieces together.

SHARE MY EXPERIENCE
Customers always need a community with shared interests or need to
bring them together, no just get support from others, but also share
knowledge within the community. You write a review on Amazon
about the product you bought, no matter you are recommending it
or condemning it, people who consider buying this share the same
interest with you.
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EXPAND MY OPTIONS
Customers do not know what they want and what they can ask for in
a service sometimes. Not offering everything in one service, customers
expect that brands can extend, diversify, or expand their current
offerings, in which case they could discover more surprising things.
Like you can only call a car owns by a personal owner when Uber
launched its service at the beginning, you are able to call a taxi even
a helicopter through its platform till now.

ACCEPT MY WISDOM
Customers are glad to contribute their intelligence and co-operate
with brands to do customization which will provide them personal and
special experiences. Thinking about choosing color and textile for your
Nike shoes, you insert your fashion taste and creative spirit into this
pair of special shoes.

23
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1.2/

VALIDATIONS FROM CASE STUDIES
AND EXPERTS

With an understanding of how customers get motivated, be related
to services and what they expect in service, which is presented in
this design matrix, designers and related departments are able to
be more creative, to identify their current business and find new
opportunities in their competitive markets. Therefore, how can a
brand apply this design matrix in their innovation process to create
a new service system? When should a brand explore new
opportunities to motivate their customers more in services?
In order to test my ideas, I looked at current successful brands and
then validated my approach with industry experts.
I chose Apple and Nike as successful brand examples. Successful
brands offer various types of services to fulfill customers’ diverse
demands, which satisfies all quadrants in the matrix. Decoding
Apple’s and Nike’s current services, I fill up the matrix with
various service branches.
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APPLE/

MISSION

SELF-DISCOVERY
Apple product lines

SAFE

Apple store

Apple support community
DELIGHTFUL

Apple app store

Apple is a successful brand that their services also fill up quadrants of
Consumption Motivation Design Matrix. Customers can experience
products, purchase, and fix product problems at one stop—Apple
store. Recently, Apple keeps expanding its products line to satisfy more
customers’ needs. Recently, Apple support community is launched
which is a platform that Apple users are able to ask others who also
own Apple products for technical help. With Apple Store, every Mac
and iPhone can be special and personalized for users, because they
can download apps they need to customize their system.
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NIKE/

MISSION

NIKE SNKRS app

SAFE

NIKE store

SELF-DISCOVERY

NIKE running club
DELIGHTFUL

NIKE ID

Nike owns a big market share. Not only its technology, Nike
continuously makes effort on innovative services. Nike store offers
a place where customers can try their products, purchase and even
some new techs. The running club leads the movement that more and
more people join the running community. SNKRS app updates Nike
new products which are another channel that customers are able to
buy and know Nike more. Nike ID is a platform that customers have a
chance to design their shoes with textures and colors offered.
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FROM EXPERTS/
Not only validate the Consumption Motivation Design Matrix by
applying successful brands, I also interviewed three experts in the
industry, and they gave me a lot of invaluable suggestion. Two of
them are from consultancy, and one is from an internet company.

We use this kind of thinking
tool for internal sharing,
especially with groups from
different fields.

It is good to explain the design
matrix from users' perspective,
but you should think about how
executors are able to understand
and apply the matrix to their
projects.
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When you choose services
for case studies, it will be
more diverse and persuasive
with services which are at the
different stages of their business
from various kinds of industries.

When designers stay in the
same company and design one
kind of product or service for a
long time, it may be hard to be
innovative. In this case, this
kind of thinking tool is very
helpful to us.

Distilling a design matrix is
very difficult. One of the most
important things is to choose the
right words and phrases to express
your ideas. And your matrix
should include all your customers'
behaviors.
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02
HOW TO APPLY THE
DESIGN MATRIX
2.1/ Case study 01: Grounded Local
- The business plan for a local startup
2.2/ Case study 02: VenMoment
- Deepen the engagement of social
networking function for Venmo
2.3/ Case study 03: UberTrip
- A new platform connecting Uber drivers
and travelers
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In this chapter, in order to show the value of the design matrix
and how brands can apply it to your innovation process for new
opportunities, I chose three brands which are in different stages
of their business: Grounded Local, Venmo, and Uber. By using
Consumption Motivation Design Matrix, I analyzed their current
service situation, identified opportunities, and created potential
valuable services for these three businesses.

GROUNDED
LOCAL

VENMO

UBER
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2.1/

CASE STUDY 01:
THE BUSINESS PLAN FOR A LOCAL STARTUP

GROUNDED LOCAL:
A LOCAL GARDENING CONSULTING STARTUP
Grounded Local, a service-based business, offers design, installing
and consultation on the best ways to help customers to manage their
growing spaces to meet their personal goals from the kitchen garden
to perennial garden.
Jacinda Martinez is the owner and the only staff in this company. She
is a very experienced gardener who used to work at a famous local
restaurant. This is the second year of her business, and most of her
clients come because of her reputation in Maine.
In order to genuinely understand what Grounded Local service is
about and how this new strategy method can help business with
looking at potentials, I conducted three-round of interviews with the
business owner - Jacinda Martinez, who helps her clients with the
process of growing food or flowers by designing, installing,
and consulting.
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RECOURSES & LIMITATIONS
Based on the understanding of customers’, service flow, marketing
and expectations of Grounded Local, I listed out resources and
limitations for the business at this stage. It is necessary to be clear
about what Grounded Local can pull together so that I can help the
business to identify its current situation and explore more possibilities.
IMAGE 01-04
Grounded Local
business research

RESOURCE

LIMITATION

Knowledge/

Current service/

Gardening experience

No financial support

Gardening artworks

Service offering categories are not clear

Giving speeches

Returning rate is not high - 50%: when clients get

Knowledge about food

the knowledge, they will not come back

How to take care of plants

Sometimes going to a client’s place to solve a

How to grow something special

simple problem

How to install plant beds

Side-by-side consulting wastes a lot of time on traffic

Design gardens
About clients/
Connections/

Service fee is not affordable for some groups, especially

Connections with restaurants

for young people

Connections with gardening groups

Location-wise: limited to Maine and towns around

Planting material channels

Do all work by herself

Clients group: mid 40s-mid 60s

It is not that interesting for young group to do gardening

Clients with diverse interests

High-level customization limits her time
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GROUNDED LOCAL OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION/

MISSION

SELF-DISCOVERY
Opportunity 03

SAFE

Opportunity 01

REDUCE MY
BURDEN
Opportunity 02

EXPAND MY
OPTIONS

DELIGHTFUL

Gardening consulting

SHARE MY
EXPERIENCE

IMAGE 05
Grounded Local
interview guide
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ENVISIONING FOR GROUNDED LOCAL
As a startup in its second year, Grounded Local performs pretty well,
but most customers come because of owner’s reputation. It is kind
of difficult to expand its business if it only offers service to people
in and around Maine. In order to envision for Grounded Local of
how to develop its business in five years, I analyze potentials based
on its resources and limitations and think about how to remove the
barrier from its current business mode—onsite consulting. It is also
very necessary to consider how to keep a long-term relationship with
customers and transfer current customers to other platforms built by
Grounded Local. I draw a timeline to explain that how to plan in five
years as following:

IMAGE 06-07
Grounded Local
analysis
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GROUNDED LOCAL BUSINESS TIMELINE/

SERVICE CATEGORY

2017-2019/2 years

Grounded Local needs to make a
clear list of what they can offer,
and how much it costs. Then, when
customers come, they are able to
know what kind of service they
need without Jacinda's introduction.

SERVICE
CATEGORY

MEMBERSHIP
Membership is a good way to
keep a long-term relationship with
customers to Grounded Local.
Customers can buy the annual
membership, which includes remote
consulting and workshop service.
With remote consulting, customers
do not need to ask Jacinda to
come frequently, instead, they
can send photos or video call to
fix their small problems for their
gardens. Also, people who buy the
membership have a chance to come
to workshops to DIY interesting
products with produce from
their gardens.

REMOTE
CONSULTING

MEMBERSHIP

WORKSHOP
The workshop can be another
revenue stream to Grounded Local.
Based on resources of Grounded
Local, it can think about inviting
chefs, growing interesting stuff and
so on as subjects of workshops.
Meanwhile, there will a chance to
attract more young people starting
to try to do gardening.

40
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2019-2020/1 year

2020-2022/2 years

APP/INTERNET PLATFORM
When the number of customers
grows, app or internet platform
can help to manage and share
information easily. It is also
necessary for building a bigger
community, even out of Maine.

APP/ INTERNET
PLATFORM

PRODUCE
SHARING

GARDEN TOUR
Connecting customers together and
sharing their beautiful gardens with
others can attract more people to
do gardening as well.

PRODUCE SHARING

GARDEN
TOUR

SELL
PLANTS

Customers are able to share their
produce on the platform.

SELL PLANTS
Right now, customers buy plants
by themselves. Since Grounded
Local has channels of different
plants, it should think about sell
plants as well to generate a closed
loop of service.

reduce my burden
share my experience
expand my options
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REFLECTION
The challenge of envisioning for Grounded Local is to think about how
to expand its business out of Maine where Jacinda starts the business
but is a small town. Also, every customer has a different garden so
that requires personal consulting to solve their problems. Besides
hiring more people to work, Grounded Local needs to consider
making some processes standardized to save time and money. When
I explain the Consumption Motivation Design Matrix to Jacinda
Martinez, the owner of Grounded Local, she got the idea quickly
and was very interested in how to use it to improve her business. To
Jacinda, this kind of thinking tool needs to be easy to understand
because her background is not design-related. It is also a good tool for
her to do brainstorming as well, especially with some examples from
me. The plan for her business, as I proposed above, was rated highly
by Jacinda. She thinks the membership plan and doing workshop are
very practical to solve her current problems.

IMAGE 08
Email with Jacinda Martinez
IMAGE 09
Gardeningknowhow website
recommended by Jacinda Martinex
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2.2/

CASE STUDY 02:
DEEPEN THE ENGAGEMENT OF SOCIAL
NETWORKING FUNCTION FOR VENMO

VENMO:
MOBILE PEER-TO-PEER PAYMENT SERVICE
Venmo, described as “digital wallet”, is a mobile payment service
which allows users to transfer money to each other. Users sign up and
create an account by providing basic information and bank account
information. They could find friends and recipients who have created
an account for transactions via the phone number, Venmo username,
or email. In the meantime, when a transaction is made, the details will
be shared on the user’s network of friends on “news feed”.
Venmo is owned by PayPal, launched in March 2012. Venmo started
to work with select merchants who would accept Venmo as payment.
Venmo users are at the youngest end of the spectrum in the mobile
payments industry, ages 18 to 24.
SUCCESS AND BARRIER
Success
Fast and easy peer-to-peer payment service: Venmo provides a
frictionless way for friends and families to pay one another without
ever touching cash. What you need to do is to create an account, find
your friends, connect your debit or credit card, then anytime anywhere
you can share the fee within groups.

45
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IMAGE 10
Venmo payment page

Barrier
Unattractive social-networking feature: Venmo offers customers
with a Twitter-style feed of friends’ public activity, showing that your
friends hung out together. Some people who add a social element
to their financial transaction use this feature as a burden, because
without emoji or text, they can not finish the payment. In the
meantime, the content users generate is too simplified to attract users
to explore their social networking on Venmo.

IMAGE 11
Venmo payment page
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Business-to-customer exploration: At the beginning of 2016,
Venmo started its business-to-customer test in which merchants like
food delivery service event tickets seller was able to accept payments
from customers placing orders through iPhone apps. The service has
the idea to let people link their debit and credit card accounts online
and transfer money to a bigger range of world, not just to friends or
families. However, merchant services on Venmo are limited, so that
customers do not have various choices. And the alternatives to Venmo
perform well in this field.

IMAGE 12
Venmo Business-to-customer service
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VENMO CURRENT PAGE/
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VENMO OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION/

MISSION

SELF-DISCOVERY
Opportunity 01

SAFE

Peer-to-peer payment

EXPAND MY
OPTIONS
Opportunity 02
DELIGHTFUL

Barrier

SHARE MY
EXPERIENCE

ACCEPT MY
WISDOM

EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR VENMO
Opportunity 01: Expand my options
Venmo has already taken steps to expand customers’ options in their
system - online shopping through Venmo, whose performance is
not good. In order to explore more business potentials in payment
IMAGE 13
Venmo service overview

industry, I take a look at Venmo’s competitors:
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Citibank
Citibank is the consumer division of financial services multinational
Citigroup. In addition to standard banking transactions, Citibank
markets insurance, credit cards, and investment products. Their online
services division is among the most successful in the field.

Google Wallet
Google Wallet is a fast way to send money through app, gmail, or
on the website, and the received money will be transferred to bank
account directly.

Apple Pay
Apple Pay is simple to use and works with Apple devices. Apple Pay is
available for both online and offline stores.

Square Cash
Square Cash offers completely free debit card-based transactions
through email or a mobile app. However, it does not support
credit cards.

Zelle
Zelle Pay is connecting the nation’s largest banks to make sending
money easy. It is the first U.S. digital payments network created by
banks that can easily send money.
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Masterpass
MasterPass is the convenient way to pay online with the
multi-tiered security of the MasterCard network in partnership
with your own bank.
Starbucks pay
Customers could load money into the app. When they need to pay instore or order before arriving, customers could pay via app.

Facebook Messenger
A feature in Messenger to send or receive money
between friends.

SnapCash
SnapCash is offered as the payment service
from SnapChat.

Skrill
Skrill is an e-commerce business that allows payments and money
transfers to be made through the Internet, with a focus on low-cost
international money transfers.

PayPal
Earlier competitor, is now Venmo’s owner.
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Popmoney
Similar to Venmo, but charges to send money from a debit card or
bank account. It also has the challenge of working only with limited
number of banks and it takes three days to transfer funds.

Amazon
As an electronic commerce, customers could checkout in the
embedded payment systems of Amazon.

ONLINE

P2P

B2C

OFFLINE
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Opportunity 02: Share my experience
Currently, the main user group of Venmo is millennials, and the
feature of newsfeed is not strong enough to keep users staying in the
app for a long time or increase the frequency of using the platform.

DEEPEN
ENGAGEMENT

CURRENT
USER

TRANSFER
USERS
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POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITIES FOR VENMO/

Not only limit the payment to online shopping, could
Venmo go to the offline shopping, in which case
customers do not need to bring their wallets even
shopping alone?
Can Venmo offer the secure service that users are
able to split the fee with strangers?
Since Venmo has developed their newsfeed platform,
how can they increase user engagement on this
social networking platform?
Shared interests or needs can bring people together,
so that should Venmo think about what other kinds
of interests or needs that many people have? For
example, pets or education?
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VENMOMENT:
COLLECT FABULOUS PLACES FOR YOUR NEXT HANGOUT
VenMoment is an easy photo sharing platform for Venmo service,
showing places and activities your friends hanging out together.
When users transfer money to friends for sharing the fee, they can
upload photos they take during the party, and share the location
where they were on “VenMoment”. It offers a platform for users
to keep good moments with friends and families. Meanwhile,
users are welcomed to browse through moments friends shared on
“VenMoment” to see what happened to friends. It is also a good tool
to discover some new fabulous places for their hang-outs. According
to their friends’ description, users are well-informed by what their
friends recommend or not.
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SCENARIO ONE: HANG OUT WITH FRIENDS/
01. One day, you and your friend go to a shop to have some dessert.

02. The dessert is beautifully served, and tastes great. You shoot several photos of the dessert.
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03. When finished, you realized that you did not bring your wallet, so your friend payed the bill.

04. You open Venmo to upload your photos of the dessert on VenMoment.
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05. You share your moment, and pay your friend.

IMAGE 14-18
VenMoment scenario one
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SCENARIO TWO: BROWSE FRIENDS' RECOMMENDATIONS/
01. When you are browsing your friends' VenMoments...

02. You checked images your friends uploaded.
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04. You find an interesting place and think about going there to have some dessert.

04. You checked the location of the place and it is not far away.
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05. Then you call your friend to go with you.

IMAGE 19-23
VenMoment scenario two
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VENMOMENT SERVICE FLOW/

WITH FRIEND
open app &
select friend
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upload
pictures

pin the
location
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share your VenMoment
& pay friend

browse friends'
VenMoment
- big pictures
- location
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REFLECTION
As mentioned above, Venmo has a lot of opportunities on both
“Share my experience” and “Expand my options” areas to explore.
VenMoment service is only one of these potentials based on Venmo’s
current resources. Now, even though Venmo emphasizes their
intention of light social networking function for “Newsfeed”, users do
not buy it as they expect. When I interviewed users around me, some
of them have never browsed the list. VenMoment tries to engage
customers more by making contents more interesting and useful. At
this stage, VenMoment is an idea that still needs to be tested with real
customers to figure out if it works or not. Meanwhile, Venmo can also
try to make other digital prototypes quickly to test.

IMAGE 24
VenMoment Scenario
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2.3/

CASE STUDY 03:
A NEW PLATFORM CONNECTING UBER
DRIVERS AND TRAVELERS

UBER:
WORLDWIDE RIDE-SHARING SERVICE
Uber is a technology platform to connect driver-partners and riders.
In cities where Uber operates, customers could request a ride via its
smartphone app. The app displays an estimated time of arrival for the
driver and also provides info about the driver. When the customer
arrives at the destination, the fare is automatically calculated and
charged via app. Customers could also rate the driver after a trip ends,
which aims to foster a community of respect and accountability for
everyone. Uber is a 24/7 and worldwide service. Until now, Uber is
available in 528 cities and was reported that 40 million riders used the
service in just a single month.
CURRENT SERVICE ANALYSIS
Convenience upon pickup and arrival: Compare to traditional
taxi, Uber is a really easy and stress-free service. Besides the clear
step-by-step instruction for users to understand in app, it is easy to
sign up, to call a car, and to pay the fare. No need to call dispatch,
wait in a line, or wave from a curb, especially no need to suffer in a
terrible weather. With the convenience Uber offers, all that users
need to do is to tap “request” on phone from the comfort of
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indoors and wait for a push notification that your driver is “arriving
now”. When arriving the destination, you simply say thanks and
get out, then the payment will be processed automatically via app,
with a receipt sent to you by email.

IMAGE 25
Uber picking-up car service

More vehicle options for any occasion: Currently, Uber adds more
vehicle options to help riders find their own rides with appropriate
price for any occasion: Economy, premium, accessibility, and carpool.
As traditional taxi companies own two or three car standards, car
sharing service that Uber launches is more diverse and considerate,
which makes customers have less pressure to choose what they need.

IMAGE 26
Uber more vehicle options
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Rating system: In order to create a comfortable, safe, and enjoyable
experience for everyone involved in Uber, drivers and riders both
could provide a rating for each trip. Ratings are important for Uber’s
driver-rider community, which help the company improve the quality
of experience. Therefore, riders feel more engaged into making this
service better with real feedbacks, and drivers, who account with
consistently low ratings may be deactivated, will have an incentive to
maintain a clean car and provide good service.

IMAGE 27
Uber rating system
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UBER OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION/

MISSION

SELF-DISCOVERY
Vehicle options

SAFE

Basic ride

Rating system
DELIGHTFUL

Opportunity

ACCEPT MY
WISDOM

IMAGE 28
Uber driver navigates
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EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR UBER
Thinking about engaging customers’ intelligence more, which means
they could customize their own experience in the service, I applied
several innovative methodologies to see what the opportunities are
for Uber to fulfill customers’ needs. Journey map and mind map
helped me decode Uber’s current service flow, and be more clear
about what assets Uber has right now that could be leveraged to
create the customization platform.

IMAGE 29-31
Journey Map
Mind Map
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POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITIES FOR UBER/

Can Uber offer more time options of car-service,
so that riders book the car according to how long
they need?
Expanding car-sharing service to car-sharing system,
in Uber platform, can customers exchange their
cars according to how many seats they need?
The interior design of a car is also important for some
customers. When calling a car, can riders filter
cars which could not satisfy their tastes?
Having been launched in more than 500 cities, can
Uber utilize local resource for customization so that
customers could design their trip
through Uber?
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UBERTRIP:
PLAN YOUR TRIP WITH LOCAL UBER TRAVEL EXPERT
UberTrip provides service that customers are able to plan their trips
with local Uber drivers. Local Uber drivers know their cities very well,
who are familiar with what to eat, where to visit, the history, and even
some fun stories. Users, who plan to go somewhere unfamiliar and
explore some special routes, can browse information on UberTrip. This
travel information is uploaded by drivers. At the same time, drivers can
also upload what kind of car they can offer for service so that users
are able to order cars with the same driver. During the trip, users can
get in touch with drivers via UberTrip platform by sharing my realtime
location and walkie-talkie function. Drivers are updated with exact
spot where to pick up their users.
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SCENARIO ONE: PLAN YOUR TRIP WITH UBERTRIP/
01. Jaren and her friend are planning to go to Providence to have a short trip during the weekend.

02. They download and open UberTrip to look for some interesting trip plans.
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03. They find a trip to visit Rhode Island School of Design, and check pictures and details.

04. Jaren inputs the date they plan to go to check availability.
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05. Jaren creates account and saves her payment method.

06. Jaren sends message to driver and orders the trip.

IMAGE 32-37
UberTrip
scenario one
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SCENARIO TWO: DURING THE TRIP/
01. Jaren and her friend arrive in Providence, and visit the first place.

02. When they come out, they share realtime location to their driver to let him pick them up.
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03. Jaren talks with the driver to describe where they are exactly. Then the driver comes.

IMAGE 38-40
UberTrip
scenario two
IMAGE 41
Uber app user interface design
language analysis
IMAGE 42
Uber branding design research
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UBERTRIP SERVICE FLOW/
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1. Create account & save
payment method

2. Search by destination, place
and number of people

5. Enjoy the trip recommended
by local driver

6. Tell the driver the exact
spot to pick up
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3. Trip details &
driver details

4. Get in touch with
driver before trip

7. Finish the trip and pay
the driver

8. Rate the trip &
write review
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REFLECTION
Uber brings a new way of transportation to the public, even though
it is involved in some tricky problems recently. We have to admit
that it creates an enormous community of drivers and riders. After
desk research, I understand differences of Uber service from place to
place. Different countries have different transportation preference.
For example, you can call a motor bike in Vietnam, and you can
call a luxury car in New York. Most of Uber drivers are local. When I
interviewed Uber users, they recalled the experience of Uber drivers’
telling interesting stories of cities.
UberTrip wants to utilize the wisdom of local drivers, who are so
familiar with their hometowns. Drivers are tour guides as well on
UberTrip. They can upload their special recommendations, and users
can customize their trips with different drivers to see the city from
different perspectives.

IMAGE 43
UberTrip scenario
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FRICTIONS IN CONSUMPTION WORLD

3.1/

DOES FRICTION ALWAYS PULL
THINGS BACK?

In our physical world, friction is the force resisting the relative
motion of solid surfaces, fluid layers, and material elements sliding
against each other. Friction is everywhere, and everything is affected,
especially during changes, friction is high. As such, in the design
world, when we are talking about friction, it takes part in the “slowing
and stopping the process”. Every designer pays effort on removing
friction from any touch point in the service. However, friction is also
valued by its “enabling-of-things-to-move” contribution to our
world. It exists all the time. No matter in physical world or design
world, with friction doing what it does, the benefits of the friction
often goes to those who best utilizes it.
Service is a complex system where customers expect far more than
processing and interacting, then achieve their basic goal. Previously
we could only buy a cup of coffee in the small shop around the corner
of the street, until then Starbucks invites us to sit in the store, listen
to the music, and enjoy coffee with your friends. From product itself
to product plus, service plays an important role in nourishing higher
customers’ expectation for your brands, which encourages your brand
to be on the way of optimization and looking for new opportunities.
These made me wonder:
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How can we utilize the friction between
customers and services to make the business
move forward looking for a new platform?
Is there any opportunity in changes of
service when friction appears between high
expectation from customers and the current
performance of services?
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3.2/

THE NECESSITY OF UNDERSTANDING
CONSUMPTION MOTIVATION

Consumption is about far more than simply the mindless purchasing
of newer, shinier stuff—it is a journey toward an improved and
evolved self. Consumption provides an invaluable vehicle for
processing and interacting with an evolved market, facilitating both
learning and social interaction through the continual intake of new,
fresh experience. As mentioned in Chapman’s book “Emotionally
Durable Design: Objects, Experiences, and Empathy”, consumer
motivations are basically from several perspectives: object meaning,
having and being, need and want. Human need is insatiable and
may be beyond the reach of completion and satisfaction. New needs
emerge the moment old needs are met, thus we could create the
infinite desire in modern society. The continual raising of the bar of
desire has brought our society to where it is today. When needs are
fulfilled, customers want more.
At present, companies leverage lots of technologies to satisfy
customers’ expectation of efficiency and convenience but do not
adequately anticipate what motivates your customers most in service.
Since the gap between the concern of stability and innovation, I
think there is a necessity to create a way of thinking to help brands
to more completely target your customers’ consuming motivation,
behaviors and emotions.
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3.3/

FRICTIONS BEHIND MOTIVATION
Motivation underpinning the act of consumption represent states of
being, of interacting with the world. Since customers are motivated
by object meaning, having and being, need and want, I extract the
frictional terms hidden in these three perspectives as lenses to analyze
the data I collected:
Functional vs. Emotional. No matter products or services should be
functional, as emotional effects will influence customers’ satisfaction
as well. It is important to play in the spectrum of functional and
emotional aspects.
External vs. Internal. For customers, products and services
represent external meaning and value, which could be internalized by
customers’ engagement.
Job-to-be-done vs. Something-for-pleasure. Under different
circumstances, the same service processes differently because of
various intentions.

IMAGE 44
Market offers only products
IMAGE 45
Product plus service concept
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4.1/

EXPERIMENTS AS RESEARCH PROBES
No one shops for no reason. Motivation is behind every move
we take in consumption. In order to observe how customers get
motivated and distill the behavioral pattern hidden in these, I
designed and conducted seven research in a wide range as
interview probes. The following pictures show the process of doing
research and examples of data collected. During these researches,
I did audio and video record as references while tried to dig their
underlying thoughts about motivation.
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1. WHAT DO YOU WANT TO GET RID OF?

This research is conducted via email. I asked ten people to send
me pictures of things they want to get rid of recently. Meanwhile,
the stories about why they want to get rid of these things, where
they got them and how they plan to do are also are expected
during the research as well. People sent me photos of, such as
trash, outdated stuffs, cherished things, and even something they
could not find the refills.

IMAGE 46
Research 01
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2. WHERE DO YOU PURCHASE THESE THINGS?

Listing 9 categories of products, like snacks, fruit & vegetables, I
interviewed people about their purchasing channels and the reason
why they choose to buy these on different channels.

IMAGE 47
Research 02
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3. LUCKY SNACK

In this research, I related zodiacs with snacks, in order to understand
how people choose products—by functional or emotional. The
description of each zodiac is also on the back of the label. I was
selling snacks on the street and interviewing my customers while
doing observation.

IMAGE 48-50
Research 03
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4. INTRODUCE A TOOTHBRUSH

As customers are always very intelligent, they could explore
more utilities of one product, like some use toothbrush to clean
their shoes. I offered three toothbrush prototypes and asked
respondents to choose their favorite ones and introduce the
product as an advertisement.
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5. WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BUY FROM THIS
VENDING MACHINE?
Applying “Graffiti Walls” research method to vending machine
experiment, I put several blank posters next to vending machines
to collect what people want to buy from them. Not satisfied with
current offerings, people expect more options, like other foods
and beverages, stationaries, etc.

IMAGE 53
Research 05
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6. GOING TO SOMEWHERE

Going to Somewhere is a practice of transportation journey map.
I divided transportation experience into four touch points: place,
transportation mode, object and information channel. Respondents
were asked to describe one of their transportation journey with cards.
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IMAGE 54
Research 06
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7. CREATE YOUR OWN STAMP SERIES

Offered with a set of tool of which content is based on Chinese
political stories, participants were asked to create their own stamp
series and talk about reason why they design like this.

IMAGE 55
Research 07
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4.2/

ANALYSIS PROCESS
Through a series of research projects, I collected the basic data for
further analysis, and my thinking process is as following:

Doing research & collecting data

Categorizing raw data & takeaways

Analyze based on understanding of
consumption motivation

Understanding behaviors and emotions
Organize the patterns into four quadrants
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RAW DATA& TAKEAWAYS/
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CONSUMPTION MOTIVATION/
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REDUCE MY BURDEN/

SHARE MY EXPERIENCE/
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EXPAND MY OPTIONS/

ACCEPT MY WISDOM/
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CONCLUSION

Nowadays, the market is full of competitions, which requires brands
keep changing and explore new opportunities to expand their
business. Not like old days, a computer, which is able to calculate fast,
could satisfy consumers. Consumers are harder to please than before.
As we are in the era of calling for thinking as consumers in every
brand, designers are not the only group of people in companies
asked for this kind of contribution to the innovation process. In
this case, when introducing a new thinking tool to people whose
background may not be designed, the tool needs to be easy to
understand and practice.
In this thesis, my focus of research is mainly based on investigations
of consumption motivation, which is the deepest reason why
customers buy this product rather than others. By understanding
consumption motivation, I introduce this new consulting tool Consumption Motivation Design Matrix in the book. In the design
world, there are lots of frameworks and methodologies created every
year. Consumption Motivation Design Matrix is one of them, which
aims to guide people to think broader and deeper. It is not a tool to
solve specific problems for companies, but with this design matrix,
companies have a chance to evaluate their services and explore
more potentials.
When companies generate new ideas by using Consumption
Motivation Design Matrix, we know that these ideas are not final.
It is very important to finish quick prototypes and test ideas with
users to see pros and cons for companies.
At last, no matter you are a designer or not, there are thousands of
consulting tools for you to choose. The most important thing is to use
them properly by understanding your goal clearly.
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